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NBRAN does great work. We recently took 2 dogs with neurological issues
into our care. Buddy and Willow are the names of the dogs we rescued.
Buddy was not too bad, and just seemed to be a little clumsy sometimes.
Willow’s disability was much more pronounced. Willow has Cerebral
Hypoplasia which is a neurological condition in which the cerebellum is
smaller than usual or not completely developed. An animal with CH may
be called spastic or described as a "bobble-head". They also fail to maintain
normal balance and coordination. The doctors tell us physical therapy and
just working with her will help. The veterinarian believes this was caused
because the mom had shots while she was pregnant.
Even with her challenges, Willow is a very happy and friendly puppy who has no
idea she is "special needs". She loves to wrestle and play with her toys. Willow is also
able to climb up on a couch to lounge like any normal Brittany! NBRAN will find
her the perfect home, but it will take us some time. Georgene Norris from Michigan
was kind enough to foster both of these pups. Buddy actually was adopted the
weekend of May 18. He came to us from Canada and then was adopted back into
Canada. Georgene laughed and said since he came from Canada and went back
to Canada no one would laugh at his accent anymore.
NBRAN also took in two 12 year old dogs who had been outside dogs all their
lives. It took one day before they decided they really liked living in the
house! They have become real couch potatoes! Their foster, Lisa Farrell BurleyBlystone and her husband Jeff selflessly stepped up
Inside This Issue
and agreed to take these two, not knowing how
they would adapt to living in the house. They
2-8 Readers’ Letters & Pictures
came with names that didn’t fit them, so Lisa polled a bunch of her Facebook friends
and everyone decided Bonnie and Clyde fit them better. The pups are doing great. 9-12 Quarterly Adoptions
They are indeed bonded having been together since they were pups, so the right
adopter will have to be willing to say 13 Coordinator & Volunteers
of the Quarter
yes to two 12 year old dogs.
16 Directory of Officers/Stats

These unique surrenders underscore the
dedication and diligence of NBRAN.
Thank you to all the fosters that step
up and say yes. We never know what
baggage a foster dog will bring, so it’s invaluable to our mission that
people are willing to say “yes” to fostering. Thank you to everyone
who helps us by fostering, transporting and donating. We could not
do what we do without our wonderful volunteers.
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Molly to the Rescue
I have always loved dogs my whole life. All but for a 10 year period of my adult life I have had
dogs, early years were mostly mutts After the 10 year hiatus, I rescued a cocker spaniel and
then started a family two at a time. After 15 years of that I met Pat Amore who shared the
Brittany story with me and allowed me to get to know her family of Brittanys. Not long afterward
I visited my cousin in Missouri. While there, I found a young Brittany female being abused for
being a Brittany pup. I told them I was returning home tomorrow and if they didn't want their
dog, I would be glad to give it a home. We had the privilege of loving her for close to 5
years before a freak fertilizer accident caused us to lose her.
Drowning in sorrow, I called Pat who I knew worked with Brittany rescues. Asked if my she
could please find me a young female to replace Jane as she was my wife's dog and she was
heartbroken. Two days later she called and said I think I found your dog. Her name is Molly and
she is being fostered in southern Ohio. On that day, my wife was visiting southern Ohio
relatives so we made plans for the two to meet. Days later we were approved by NBRAN to
adopt and Molly found her forever home.
It wasn't until we had our first Brittany did we realize just how smart, how loyal and just how
much they want to please their owner and have that love returned to them. About a year after
having Molly, I had a stoke one Thursday morning. I didn't know what was wrong. I just didn't
feel good. While my two cockers laid on the floor sleeping, Molly jumped up on my lap,
sniffed my face, and stayed with there with me until my wife got home.
Due to the stroke, I am now disabled. I am with the dogs a lot. Molly sleeps upstairs with my
wife. I sleep sitting up in my man cave with the cockers. Molly visits often. Funny, she never
tries to take over as leader of the pack. I'm sure she could now as an adult. My cockers are
getting old and I wanted to take them back to the beach one more time here in OBX
for spring break. Naturally Molly got to go too. Our Brittany on the beach thinks she owns it and
has the job of protecting the beach from any and all intruders. Birds, sand crabs, and other
dogs. The children on the beach just love her.
As our family of cockers pass on we have found our new breed of family.
David Burwell
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NBRAN Rescue Alumni Highlights
Just wanted to let you know that Jade (formerly Grace, found stray in UT and
fostered in AZ) adopted in 2011 just earned her American Kennel Club title of
Companion Dog Excellent (CDX). Only 854 dogs of various breeds achieved this title
last in 2018 out of over 118,000 competing in AKC Obedience ( www.akc.org/sports/
obedience/what-is-obedience/). Only 7 Brittanys earned the CDX title in 2017.
(http://images.akc.org/pdf/events/2017_AnnualStatistics.pdf)
Also, Remy (formerly Dakota, owner turn-in in Tacoma, WA) adopted in 2013 is very
close to earning his Masters titles (needs 10 Qs in both Standard and in Jumpers; has
6 in Standard and 8 in Jumpers) in AKC Agility. In 2017, only 9 Brittanys earned an
MX (Masters Standard title) and only 13 earned an MXJ (Masters Jumpers title).
Jade was a wild heathen when she arrived and Remy lacked any confidence, barking
and lunging at strangers and dogs. With time, patience and training, both have
proven to be very capable in the ring and excellent companion dogs outside of it.
Thank you both for trusting me with these NBRAN dogs. I think they've done you
proud.
Gabrielle de Benedictis
Mayhem's Jade Be Nimble CDX AX AXJ CGC
Remy Red Cloud AX AXJ CGC
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Woodshed Dog
I never cease to be amazed at the power of social media when it comes to bringing
people together to save the life of a Brittany….and that’s exactly what happened
near Ayton, Ontario (Canada) this past March. An older woman in the area posted
on a local lost and found Facebook page about a very skinny dog that had been
hanging around her wood shed for the past week. From the photos it was obvious it
was a young Brittany. Numerous people tagged me to make me aware and I
contacted the woman. She explained to me that the dog was very skittish but was
sticking around because she had been putting food out for it. She said the dog had
been there for over a week and still had a piece of rope attached to its collar, but
they were unable to catch it because it was so fearful. She also mentioned that
another woman had contacted her who had Brittanys and offered to come catch her
which was great news.
Later that day, that woman and her husband, arrived with their 2 Brits and some
yummy food and spent about 30 minutes with the dog until they were able to grab
her rope and get her into their car. They took her to their vet to scan for a microchip
or tattoo but there was nothing. The vet said she was in good health, just thin (22
lbs) and was about 10 months old. The dog had been caught, was safe and in good
hands so I was relieved!
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Later that evening, I saw another post on the Brittany Spaniel Club of Ontario
Facebook page with an update on a found dog and low and behold it was the same
dog. I then contacted the woman who had caught her (we were affectionately calling
the dog “Woodshed Dog” at this point) and offered NBRAN’s assistance should her
owners not be located. Many attempts were made to find her owners including
contacting all local shelters, posting notices at vet offices and pet stores and even
putting ads in free buy and sell online tabloids, but after more than a week, no one
came forward, so this good Samaritan agreed to surrender “Woodshed Dog” to
NBRAN.
It was very apparent that “Woodshed Dog” had never lived inside and had spent her
short life tied up outside. She understood no commands and was very nervous, but
under the loving care of a fantastic NBRAN foster, Woodshed Dog was vetted and
spayed and she quickly learned to enjoy life in the house, sleeping in a bed, and
snoozing on the couch. And the best news of all is that she found her forever home
with a huge fenced yard, humans that are home most of the time, and Springer sister
her own age to play with. Her name is now Dolly…and that is exactly what she is…a
true dolly. And she is a lucky Dolly…. She is warm. She is loved….and she will
never have to live outside on the end of a rope again.
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Musing of Marlie
(Marlie’s adopter shared an update with Colorado Coordinator Lora Smith)
It has been awhile since I sent you some Marlie news. Marlie continues to be awesome indoors, and
when she's outside "free ranging". After a wet winter that often kept us from lengthy outdoor adventures,
we've been able to return to the prairie at Scatter Creek. We've been running there twice a week. Marlie
put on some weight over winter, so we're monitoring her eating and increasing her activity level. She
seemed quite fit at 35 lbs. She weighs about 40 lbs. now. She looks good and is moving well in the field,
but given that she has the heart murmur, I'd like to see her lose 4-5 lbs.
The prairie has been beautiful this spring. Right now there's quite a few wild flowers in bloom. Blue
camas accounts for most of the color at this time (See pic).
Today was a perfect day to be at Scatter Creek. Temperature was in the mid 70s with a bit of a breeze.
The sky was cloudless. Marlie and I had a good run, and as we were returning to the parking lot a
couple fellows who were training a pointing lab flushed a planted chukar. The bird flew in front of us and
landed about 100 yards away. Marlie never saw it. The dog trainers didn't pursue the chukar, so I let
Marlie off the leash and headed her toward the brush patch where the bird had landed. The moment
Marlie was downwind from the chukar, she was on it. One of the fellows who had been training his dog
came over to watch Marlie handle the bird. Marlie went on a rock solid classic point. I steadied Marlie
while the other fellow tried to find the chukar. He couldn't locate the bird, but remarked how beautiful
Marlie was on point. When he still couldn't find the bird, he asked if I thought she might be on an
unproductive point. I told him I was sure she had the bird, so he looked some more and found it in tight
cover about eighteen inches from Marlie's nose. He reached into the cover and picked the chukar up
unharmed; Marlie still hadn't moved a muscle. Our little brittany made quite an impression on Mr.
Pointing Lab Guy. He was thrilled to have recovered his $12 "training aid" and thanked us a couple times
on the way back to the parking lot.
Marlie finished the hunting season with 13 pheasants found. I
sent Susan Guthrie a picture from a day when my son was able
to join us on a Scatter Creek outing. It was the first time my son
had seen a brittany hunting birds. Marlie had a good day with
three pheasants found; she worked a running bird, one that held
for her and one that would hold and then move. I don't know if
Susan shared this photo with you, so I'll send it today.
Darlene and I are
so happy with our
senior rescue
brittany. There isn't
a day during which
we don't look at
each other and
remark, "Marlie is
such a good dog!"
We could not love
her more.
I hope things are going well with you and
your rescues.
Jon Miller
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Photo Gallery
Miss Mollie in one of her favorite places. Here is a picture
of Mollie from South Dakota who was adopted to Suzanne
Ford in North Carolina. Mollie is fitting right in and doing
well in her home. Thanks to all the volunteer drivers who
help get Mollie to her new
Mom!.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Charlie Update
I just wanted to send a quick note to let you know that Charlie is doing great. He is well reformed and
since his neuter last August had become much more relaxed. We did basic obedience over the winter and
we can tell it has really helped him understand that listening to us might not be so bad. And he sure does
try to listen! He enjoys playing in our back yard. If he happens to escape out the gate he comes right back
if we whistle for him. But overall his door dashing is much improved.
Thank you for this rambunctious and affectionate guy.

Carrie and Steven
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Photo Gallery
Kahli - born 2/1/15 in Julie Agosti's care. Kahli's
Brittany mom came to NBRAN pregnant. Born at
3.2oz she was number 11 and the runt of the
litter. She needed to be hand fed for her to
survive. If not for Julie she probably wouldn't be
here with me today!! I love my 56lb beast with
the most kind and gentle soul on the planet. I love
her more then my own life!! Thank you for saving
my baby!!!! Adopted I think it was 4/19/15 from
NBRAN.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Here's a photo of Ole
(formerly Oliver), a
gorgeous French Brittany
we adopted 3 years
ago. Ole loves anything
outdoors, including
boating and fishing, and
likes to hang out on top of
the live well on our boat
where he can scan the
shoreline for bunnies and
chukars. Thanks to Lora
Smith and Susan Guthrie
for coordinating
our adoption of
this special pup.

Linda & Lars Larson
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Quarterly Adoptions

Nena-owner Penny Doyle
7

Molly and Ruger—Gary & Debbie Reeves, owners

Annie & Bug-CA

Archie-NC

Bella-FL

Bella Sue-TX

Bailey Blue-TX

Bingley

Belle-ON

Bobbie-PA
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Beta-MI

Bonnie-GA

Quarterly Adoptions

Brandy-OH
Buddy-MI

Chief-PA

Chance-AR

Chloe-MD

Clover-ON

Cooper-OH

Chance-PA

Clifford-VA

Coy-OK
Creed-NC

Daisy-TN

Daisy-TN
Daisy Girl-AR
Dina-AL
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Dexter-ON

Quarterly Adoptions

Dixie-ON

Ginger-TX

Ginger-KS
Gunner-OH

Hank-CA

Jax-IA

Jax-MI

Katy Kate-MI

Lulu-MA

Kody-TX

Kasmir-AL

Lena-OH

Maddie-SC
Max—AR

Midge-SC

Millie-TX

Molly Pops-NJ
New Lady-PA
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Quarterly Adoptions

Oscar-MO

Rusty-IA

Sassy-AR

Piglet-TX

Rusty-SC

Remi & Cover-WI

Sadie-TX

Rockey-MI

Sally-MD

Scotty-MI
Snickers-TX

Slim Jim-AR
Sprocket-ON

Total number of dogs successfully adopted
from March 1st to May 19th 2019……..73!
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Volunteer of the Quarter
The NBRAN Board has selected Don and Dawn Lee as the Volunteers of the Quarter.
Don and Dawn Lee have been long time NY volunteers. They have done, and continue to do, home visits, transport, and
foster/adopt Brittanys with major issues (behavioral and/or health related).
While not an inclusive list, here are some of their adoptees. They adopted Buddy in 2011 who passed away in his sleep in
2014 at 16 years. When Don was carrying Buddy outside to relieve himself, Don slipped resulting in some broken ribs, but
he never let go of Buddy. Their beloved Murphy crossed the bridge in 2013. They adopted Derry in 2013 as a result of the
owner's failing health and he sadly crossed the Rainbow Bridge in 2017.
Jarrett was picked up by animal control in 2014 and surrendered by his owner in 2015. It was believed that he was deaf, but
he needed to be treated for a horrible ear infection, hookworm, kennel cough, and have teeth extracted and warts
removed from his eyelids. He proved to be a handful with serious PTSD and other issues which resulted in many sleepless
nights for them all. Jarrett gradually learned to trust them and followed Don or Dawn around all day. In the beginning,
Jarrett would flinch when they tried to pet him, but this ceased after a year or so. Jarrett was diagnosed with inoperable
cancer in his mouth and he recently crossed the Rainbow Bridge.
The Lee's adopted Riley who was four years young back in 2017 when they were seeking a healthy, youthful, energetic
Brittany after so much loss. Riley's energy combined with one of their kitten's energy resulted in a broken breast plate for
Dawn. This occurred after the kitten startled Riley who was on the bed with Dawn. Riley then jumped up and landed on
Dawn's chest.
Currently they have agreed to foster Buddy Boy who was going to be put to sleep. He was not gaining weight; the vet
determined Buddy Boy had high liver values and felt that he needed to eat healthier food. While his values lowered by 200
points, he will be taking medication until he is healthier. Those that know Don and Dawn have no doubt that Buddy Boy will
find his forever home with them.
Even though retired, Don keeps busy with stamp collecting and selling. With their history of adopting so many Brittanys, it is
amazing that they also adopt felines. They also adopted a beagle from a local shelter who is now 17 years old.
This selfless couple is always eager to help out. Their ongoing support and devotion to NBRAN and Brittanys is inspirational
and greatly appreciated.
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Coordinator of the Quarter
Social Media Coordinator of the Quarter - Kim Perez

NBRAN is proud to recognize Kim Perez as our Social Media Coordinator of the Quarter for June 2019. Kim has
been involved with NBRAN since adopting her boy Quincy in 2016. Kim quickly stepped up to lend a hand when
our fundraising team was in desperate need of help with new idea and talents to help raise funds. Working at first
in the back round, Kim began helping to promote NBRAN by sharing across our social media platforms, as well
as helping to develop new ways to engage our many followers.
Last year when our media coordinator resigned, Kim quickly stepped out of the shadows to take over the daily
running of our social media platforms and continues to do an outstanding job promoting NBRAN and our many
Brits in need. Kim also helps to raise much needed funding by playing a key role on the NBRAN fundraising
team by bring creative ideas, like the new Spring T-shirt and NBRAN towel, as well as communicating “What’s
happening” at NBRAN to our followers on Facebook, Instagram & Twitter. Congratulations Kim & Thank you
for all your hard work and dedication to helping to Save Brits in NEED.
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NBRAN Officers
Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, Qebh1977@att.net
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie susanguthrie@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Gaye Bricker beaubritt2@aol.com
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney whcanney@yahoo.com
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com
Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com
Yvonne Mehlenbacherr yvonnem@geneseo.edu
Lora Smith Hawaii18797@gmail.com

Support NBRAN while doing your online
shopping. Use the link below and a portion of your
purchase is returned to NBRAN to help support the
dogs.
It costs you nothing, yet you are supporting your
organization. Please use and share the link below
today!

Social Media Team

Do you want to share your pictures or story?

RescuesGroups training or issues

Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
and email your story and pictures. We love
sharing your story and pictures about the

Kim Perez keperez00@gmail.com
Carol Chimera wolfrunbrittanys@gmail.com

Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net

NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Design - Kelly Killeen kak0402@optoniline.net

Microchips

Georgene Norris georgenenbran@yahoo.com To Order
Lorraine Williams ladyhawke3099@me.com To Register

Go to www.NBRAN.ORG and see how you can become
more involved in Brittany Rescue. Foster, transport
help, financial assistance, home visits, or vet checks,
there are many ways you can help. Volunteer now and

Online Store

Sofia Evangelista sofevangelista@gmail.com

Transportation coordinator
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net

Intakes

Web team Development
Want to get involved? Contact us to let us know if you
would be willing to help with ideas and design.

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and
want to report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for a confidential
means of doing so.

Placements

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328
361
313

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314
371
349

2017

296

2017

227

2018

341

2018

278

Through May 31

100

Through May 31
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76

